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Dark Universe and our Body 
B.Siva Reddy 

 
Abstract—The universe inside out is the metaphysical phenomenon. In reality body is the gift from GOD. 

Index Terms—Chakras, Dark Universe, Kundalini, Multidimensional Vibrations, Odia Language, Our Body 

& Sanskrit. 

——————————   ◆   ——————————

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

                   Dark matter and dark energy can’t 

be detected by heavy machineries. It is detected 

by subconscious mind. To achieve it we should 

follow awakening of kundalini energy through 

regular practice of mantra, tantra, yantra, yoga 

and meditation. After the completion of process 

we are able to see present, past and future 

through the Guru Chakra. Chakras are 

multidimensional vibrations from where 50 

letters are come from sunyabrahma. Kundalini 

yoga is often identified as the most dangerous 

form of yoga because of the involvement of 

subtle energies. Sunya chakra is the void chakra 

connected to dark universe. We forget thyself 

through the process of kundalini yoga.  

 

                    50 multidimensional vibrations are 

shown below in Figure 1. Odia language is the 

polished language like Sanskrit. 1008 

interconnected vibrations formed by 

combination of theses letters. 14 

multidimensional vibrations are from Sunya 

Chakra. Totally 64 dimensions in our body.  

 

          Dark matter does not mean so dark. Dark 

matter is cooling matter, where all things are 

going to end and certain vibrations are creating 

from dark matter. It occurs everywhere and has 

lowest frequency in the multiverse. Space 

storage is find in this location. Naturally brains 

are using this phenomenon. Scientists fails to 

detect subatomic universe in any big machines, 

but our brain won’t. During sleep memories 

emerges into dark matter.  

 

      Body connect with the whole multiverse 

with this dark matter. It activate by certain   

                                   Figure 1 

 

vibrations or strings of mantras. Any equations 

are fail to describe this phenomenon or matter                  

inside it. Black holes are the mine of dark matter 

and mother of parts of star conste-llations.  

 

       Any equations associated with energy are 

not applied to it. Dark energy is something i.e 
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the vibration from the dark matter and origin of 

everything.  

 

      Biosphere seen only in earth, because they 

are made by mantras. Perhaps aliens are seen 

from other worlds. And want to connect us with 

their technology. Dark energy is optimum 

technology to build something extraordinary 

things. Flowers are come from nothing before 

the plant germination. That are linked with 

certain vibration of that species. All are in 

certain vibrations. In other words dark energy is 

the mother of types of energy and matter.  

 

         All things are connected and include in the 

dark universe. Both the universe and emptiness 

inside them. Born of stars and demolition of that 

are within the dark universe. The gap between 

two or more universe is nothing (Dark universe 

also). Visible light and invisible light is 

everywhere which detected by modern 

machines. Electromagnetic waves penetrate 

through the dark universe.  

 

         By practice, you are able to see farthest of 

anything. Known universe detect by the radio 

signals and many known signals. Beyond that 

frequency, no one knows what exists. All 

detecting devices are within your brain and 

body. You lose yourself in modern world and 

lifestyle.  

 

        Big bangs are occurred from the dark 

matter. Star dust are made to create solar 

systems. Stars and black holes are included with 

dark universe. Genetic coding is best example 

of matter and energy like male and female. 

From initiation of big bang stars are also in male 

and female forms. White hole and black holes 

are another example. All things like gravitons, 

antimatter and types of sub atomic particle 

continue to generate more energy by converting 

matter and vice versa.  

  

       Creator uses this phenomenon to design the 

whole universe within the speed of time. So, 

destroyer destroys evil things. GOD’s matter is 

dark universe. Dark universe is the storage of all 

the things.  

 

2. THE BODY AND THE UNIVERSE   

       To develop spiritual elevation we should 

know more about the body. Star dust is come 

from Sadhaks, when they are being complete 

man from God. Dhuni is also sign for creation 

and demolition of the things. Entire cosmos 

create within quantum time and destroy in every 

fraction of second. Vibhuti(Destruction of 

Body) is the origin of Srusti (Creation of new 

body) of anew body. Everyday new cells are 

born and die in fraction of second. After 

creating Vibhuti we are safe from sunya chakra. 

Our body has the power to create anything by 

using materials like making engineless 

spacecrafts.  

 

       Man should keep away from eating Non-

Veg. Because, the Shiva hidden in our body 

don’t like non veg. Spiritual snake take blood 

from body to purify it clearly. Sometimes man 

go to space in mind and forget themselves in the 

negative effect on the body. The control over 

body and mind save us from danger.  

 

3. WAY OF ENLIGHTENMENT  

        CERN didn’t detect dark universe. 

Because it is made up of universe of subatomic 

particles. Our neurones and subconscious mind 

only detect dark universe. GOD create us from 

sunyabrahma. All things are come from nothing 

and go to nothing-oinfinto. Zero to infinity and 

infinity to zero/nothing is called as oinfinto. The 

practitioners achieve the the power brain to 

write and do remarkable things in outstanding 

way. We read only 4D. But there are 64 

dimensions are there in our body. Whole nature 

related to these dimensions.  
 

        Students from age 4 (years) are capable to 

do meditation and get Enlightenment. We all are 

known all things at the womb. So, we are not 

crying inside it. When we are come outside all 

things are totally forgotten and start to worry. 

We search for ourselves in our surroundings. 

When we go to school we start to learn alphabets 

and sentences. Alphabets with right 

pronunciation give good results.   Who Am I? 
           Answer for ‘Who Am I?’ is simply I am 

soul. To know the answer practically go through 

different phases of meditation. The Phases are 

described below in brief. All things are simply 

start from meditation. Subconscious mind uses 

certain sparks to store the memory of daily 
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activities. If we use it 100% we get 

extraordinary things in real life. Our body has 

the power like a super computer. Sometimes 

supercomputers are fail to detect the time. Our 

brain detect past, present & future time.    

 

 

4. MEDITATION 
      Simply sitting in lotus posture for long time 

upto 2-3 hours make the base strong. Posture 

make relax for long time. After some time you 

feel light weight. Breath exercises help to 

improve the span of meditation. Seven chakras 

are going to activate after all thoughts are 

coming to nothing. It take a long time to 

practice. Seven chakras are from root to top are 

Muladhara Chakra (Root Chakra), 

Swadhishthana Chakra (Sacral Chakra), 

Manipura Chakra (Solar Plexus Chakra), 

Anahata Chakra (Heart Chakra), Vishudda 

Chakra (Throat Chakra), Ajna Chakra (Third 

Eye Chakra), Sahasrara(Crown Chakra) and 

Sunya Chakra(Void Chakra). Void Chakra is 

secret chakra hidden in cosmos.  

 

        In Muladhara Chakra, Dormant Kundalini 

is often said to be resting here, wrapped three 

and a half, or seven or twelve times. Sometimes 

she is wrapped around the black Svayambhu 

linga, the lowest of three obstructions to her full 

rising (also known as knots or granthis).It is 

symbolised as a four-petaled lotus with a yellow 

square at its center representing the element of 

earth. The seed syllable is Lam for the earth 

element (pronounced lum),. All sounds, words 

and mantras in their dormant form rest in the 

muladhara chakra, where Ganesha resides, 

while the Shakti is Dakini. The associated 

animal is the elephant. It has 4 

dimensions(Petals).  

 

         Svadhisthana is represented with a lotus 

within which is a crescent moon symbolizing 

the water element. The seed mantra in its center 

is Vam representing water. The presiding deity 

is Brahma, with the Shakti being Rakini (or 

Chakini). In esoteric Buddhism, it is called 

Nirmana, the petal lotus of "Creation" and 

corresponding to the first state of Four Noble 

Truths. It has 6 dimensions(Petals). 

 

          For the Nath yogi meditation system, this 

is described as the Madhyama-Shakti or the 

intermediate stage of self-discovery. Manipura 

chakra is represented as an upward pointing 

triangle representing fire in the middle of a lotus 

with ten petals. The seed syllable for fire is at its 

center Ram. The presiding deity is Braddha 

Rudra, with Lakini as the Shakti. It has 10 

dimensions(Petals).  

 

            Within it is a yantra of two intersecting 

triangles, forming a hexagram, symbolising a 

union of the male and female as well as being 

the esoteric symbol for the element of air 

(vayu). In Anahata Chakra the seed mantra of 

air, Yam, is at its centre. The presiding deity is 

Ishana Rudra Shiva, and the Shakti is Kakini. In 

esoteric Buddhism, this Chakra is called 

Dharma and is generally considered to be the 

petal lotus of "Essential nature" and 

corresponding to the second state of Four Noble 

Truths. It has 12 dimensions(Petals).  

 

         The Vishuddha is iconographically 

represented with 16 dimensions (petals) covered 

with the sixteen Sanskrit vowels. It is associated 

with the element of space (akasha) and has the 

seed syllable of the space element Ham at its 

centre. The residing deity is Panchavaktra shiva, 

with 5 heads and 4 arms, and the Shakti is 

Shakini. In esoteric Buddhism, it is called 

Sambhoga and is generally considered to be the 

petal lotus of "Enjoyment" corresponding to the 

third state of Four Noble Truths.  

 

          Ajna Chakra or Guru chakra or third-eye 

chakra, the subtle center of energy, where the 

tantra guru touches the seeker during the 

initiation ritual (saktipata). He or she commands 

the awakened kundalini to pass through this 

centre. It has 2 dimensions(Petals).  

 
           Sahasrara chakra is highest spiritual 

centre, pure consciousness, containing neither 

object nor subject. When the feminine 

Kundalini Shakti rises to this point, it unites 

with the masculine Shiva, giving self-realisation 

and samadhi. In esoteric Buddhism, it is called 

Mahasukha, the petal lotus of "Great Bliss" 

corresponding to the fourth state of Four Noble 

Truths. It has 1008 dimensions (Petals).  
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5. CONCLUSION 

          We should learn in right formatted letters 

and sounds to achieve good stuff. All things 

have certain vibrations and related to universal 

language i.e Sanskrit (language of Gods/ Things 

around us). We are forget the power of 

ourselves and research outer environment and 

get insufficient data.  

 

          After completion of schooling we are 

capable of to do extraordinary things-Best 

designing of engineering products, knowing 

everything in microscopic and macroscopic 

level. A doctor cure disease by simply chanting 

mantras/ certain vibrations. Sunya Chakra give 

us that vibrations in your own language.  

 

         Mantras are come from nothing, Sunya 

Chakra to subconscious brain after completion 

of enlightenment. We create everything by 

using these vibrations. You are capacity to 

creating anything from nothing by using void 

chakra.  

           

         Graduate students write their own book to 

design anything. Void chakra is related to dark 

matter and dark energy. Cosmological bodies 

are go to nothing in certain time. You will create 

a big bang by uttering certain mantras and 

vibrations related to that object.  

 

       Artificial Intelligence give the language to 

machines to do work in best way. Only 

Intelligence give you the power to do anything. 

Machine learning is the fraction of your brain. 

You will experience to do anything like gods do. 

It is not fictional movie. But, the concept is same 

as this article  provide you the way of thinking 

capability.  

 

        After all we got the idea about immortal 

soul and it’s presence in our body. 
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